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Celebrating 60 Years of Supporting
Irish People in Britain
In 1957 the Irish bishops sent 9 priests to minister to the many Irish people who were coming to
live and work in Britain (my own parents among them) and thus was born the Irish Chaplaincy,
which continues to this day as a provider of high-quality and culturally sensitive services to Irish
people, especially those most on the margins of British society.
60 years on, the Irish Chaplaincy provides free support in the following areas:
Prisoners: A prison visiting, information and
advocacy service for Irish prisoners in Britain
and their families.

In This Issue

Travellers: Visiting, advocacy and education to
improve the situation of travellers within the
criminal justice system.
Seniors: Pastoral outreach, advocacy and
befriending to alleviate the social exclusion
and loneliness of older Irish people in London.
General Outreach: Advice, pastoral support and
signposting for younger immigrants or for
those who arrived many years ago.

Eddie Gilmore, CEO

Eddie Gilmore, new CEO of the Irish
My own story with the Irish Chaplaincy began only in January, and I’m happy to be part of an
Chaplaincy
organisation which seems so closely attuned with my own values and background. I hope you will
enjoy and be inspired by this, the first ever generic newsletter of the Irish Chaplaincy.
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The Irish Chaplaincy was delighted to receive a
visit from Diaspora Minister Joe McHugh when
he came to the London Irish Centre.
At a round-table discussion chaired by
Ambassador Dan Mulhall, Eddie Gilmore spoke
about the good work being done by the Chaplaincy and how he hoped to expand and develop
its work. This will include making a robust fundraising strategy and long-term plan; and working
in partnership with other Irish Community groups
and more widely in order to serve those Irish
most in need of help.

Minister McHugh on the far right of the picture

Registered Charity No.: 1160365

...Looking Ahead with Hope…
The work of Irish Chaplaincy is funded in part by grants from the Government of Ireland, the Irish Catholic Bishops’ Conference, and by the
support of many generous Friends.
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My First Ever Prison Visit
My journey to become a prison visitor for the Irish Chaplaincy has
been a long and arduous one and at time daunting. I remember
the first time I acquired a set of keys to enable me to manoeuvre
around the prison without an escort. I was told by the managing
chaplain “go on then, get lost in the prison”. I cannot remember a
time when I felt more vulnerable at work. To say I could have quit
there and then is an understatement. What got me through was
reminding myself that my fear must be a miniscule fraction of what
someone must feel when first brought to prison to serve a sentence and I consoled myself that I would be able to leave at the
end of the day. I prayed to God that I would be able to see as
many of those on my list as possible and not waste too much time
‘getting lost’.
I remember too the elation when my visit was over. I had seen
around 20 prisoners with a range of issues: from phone credit to
keeping in touch with family; advice on how to get accommodation
on release; to support letters for various stages of the criminal
justice process. However, nothing gave me more satisfaction than
meeting the few who had no outside support at all. I remember
one man telling me he had never had a social visit in all the years
he had been in prison. I offered one person some phone credit but
he declined, saying “I have no need for phone credit, miss, I have
nobody to call”. Initially I felt awful for him but just as I was leaving
he thanked me for visiting him and with a beaming smile said
“please visit again”.

Breda Power, London Prisons Visitor

I usually have to unwind a little when I get home after prison visiting and I do this by practicing ‘gratitude’: gratitude that I can go
home! No matter how hard my day was or how challenging some
of the issues, I was able to go home. That is what I’m thankful for
and what keeps me in my job as a prison visitor for the Irish Chaplaincy.
(This is an extract from an article that first appeared in the Autumn
2015 edition of ICPO News. The Irish Council for Prisoners
Overseas (ICPO) was established by the Irish Catholic Bishops’
Conference in 1985 in response to serious concerns regarding the
number of Irish men and women in UK prisons)

Some of the many messages received by Breda in the last year…
I have no-one and your visit made me feel good. I’ll put the money you sent to good use, again it means a lot. (Pentonville)
Thank ye all so so much for all that ye have done for me over the years. I really appreciate it. (Wormwood Scrubs)
Many thanks for the sundries. (Wandsworth)
Thank you for everything (money, stamps, letters, rosary beads and support)- without you all things would be harder. (High Down)
Thank you once again for your support throughout the year. It’s always nice when the ICPO News drops through my door, it puts a smile on
my face just to know that there are people out there that care, and are thinking about me. (Wormwood Scrubs)
A big Thank You for looking after me.

(Family member)

Over the last year...

Reflection from a Prisoner...

782 Irish Prisoners were supported by the Irish
Chaplaincy in prisons in England and Wales, plus
300 families of prisoners.

“If I could pass on a little, few words of wisdom to
my fellow incarcerated, follow your dreams, love
yourself, acknowledge your core holiness and
abilities, embrace every moment and be grateful
to yourself for all your goodness and give yourself
the opportunity to excel at it.”

Over £10,000 was given by the Irish Chaplaincy in
Prisoner Aid, most of this being for phone credit and
other basic necessities.

(Extract from a letter written to Breda recently by a
man serving a life sentence in Guys Marsh Prison,
Dorset. Since being in prison he has become a
yoga teacher and is shown here, in green, on an 8
hour charity yoga event.)
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It’s the Travelling Life for
Me
I remember working from the age of six, travelling in the back of
vans and pickups.
My grandmother got married at thirteen, those times have
changed. I think seventeen or eighteen is far too young these
days.

I’d like to see the things we know being valued by our children
and the wider community.
We’d like to be acknowledged for our successes and not ridiculed
for our failures.
I’d like to see a Traveller M.P. in the houses of parliament.

In my lifetime I’d like to see the signs saying “No Travellers, No
Gypsies” taken down from pub windows. Its 2016 now and there is
supposed to be equality.
I’d like to see us travellers accepted without compromising our
own identity.
I’d like to see more plots available and more transit sites for us to
pull onto.

We’d like to see more provision for Travellers in prison and not
giving a site as a permanent address not going against us when
we apply for parole.
All in all, for all the good and all the bad I’d choose the travelling
life because
You’ve got your freedom; You’re your own boss; You meet a lot of
new people when you are moving about
We wouldn’t want to change it ever; It’s who we are; It’s our identity; THERE’S NO BETTER LIFE.

Back in the old days there was so much work we didn’t need to
read and write. These days we have to be literate in computers
and everything.
I’d like to see our children literate without having to put up with
criticism at school and at home for being too clever.

Written by Travellers at HMP Wayland during a Text Collecting
session with John Rowe
Photos used by kind permission from the new website of London
Gypsies and Travellers, who work to ‘challenge perceptions and
change lives’ www.londongypsiesandtravellers.org.uk

Travellers make up 5% of the prison population in the UK.
Over 50% of prisoners have difficulties with literacy, and amongst prisoners who are Travellers this is even higher.
Travellers have a particularly hard time in prison due to high levels of discrimination.
Our Traveller Equality Project, TEP, was in the last year in touch with 359 Travellers in prison via face to face visits, organising Traveller Groups and responding to 30 letters per week.
TEP provides culturally relevant resources to Irish Travellers in prisons in England and
Wales. Eg. Travellers in Prison News, storybooks.
TEP builds relationships with statutory organisations and other voluntary organisations in
order to break down barriers and prejudice between these groups and Irish Travellers.
TEP also advises and provides culturally appropriate materials to the Shannon Trust in their
excellent work in raising literacy levels amongst prisoners.

Ellena Costello, TEP Officer
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Meet the Volunteers…
Sr. Moira Keane, a Sister of Mercy and
originally from Co. Galway, is one of our
volunteers in the ICPO/ Prison Outreach. Eddie
Gilmore asked her about how she first got
involved with prisoners.

When I retired from full time work in Acklington
and Castington prisons I came to Essex. Aware
that I had time to spare, and knowing some of
the chaplains at the London office, I was invited
to help with their heavy work load. I was made
very welcome and I enjoy my time here".
EG: "What do you do at the Chaplaincy"?
MK: "The prisoners have a direct line to the
Prison Outreach Office and sometimes that is
the only contact they have with the outside
world. I answer the telephone and direct their
calls to the appropriate person if I am unable to
address their issues. I also help with whatever
administration needs to be done and I go on
prison visits occasionally."
EG: "What do you think the ongoing needs are
in the Prison Outreach?"

MK. "While studying at All Hallows, Dublin, I
was privileged to do a 'pastoral placement ' at
Mountjoy's Women's prison. Whilst there I
accompanied some of the female prisoners on
family home visits. This was followed by working
as a prison chaplain for twelve years in the
north east of England. I loved this ministry but
my favorite prison story is about a lovely lady
called Annie, a traveller, who having been
extradited from an English prison longed to visit
her family in Cork. The then governor, John
Lonergan, sure that Annie would never be seen
again, hesitated to let her out for the day. I
pleaded on her behalf and permission was
granted. On the 17th March we both headed off
by train to Cork. At the end of a very emotional
day we not only returned on time to Mountjoy
but we also brought The Governor some
chocolate and a thank you card! Mr. Lonergan
used this story at a later lecture when speaking
about risk- taking and trusting in the goodness
of people.

St Patrick’s
Day 2017

Mass and full Irish breakfast
at the London Irish Centre

MK: "Staff are doing admirable work at the
office. More staff and volunteers are needed,
especially people with experience of prison
visiting and computer skills. There are hundreds
of Irish prisoners on our books: some are doing
life sentences, others who are unable to cope
die by suicide. The staff deal with issues of
discrimination, bullying, advice, finance appeals;
and their families also need support."
EG: "What do
volunteering?"

you

like

most

about

MK: "I like the contact with the prisoners and
their families. It is good to be able to trace and
support the father, mother, son or daughter
incarcerated in this dreadful prison system and
their distraught families. I also like being able to
support the staff with their heavy work load."

St Patrick’s Day Parade

EG: "Thanks Moira, it’s great to have you at the
Irish Chaplaincy."
MK: "Thank you. It is good to have the
opportunity to help and to respond to the Lord.
He said 'I was in prison and you visited Me..."
(Annie is a pseudonym)

Concert in Trafalgar Square

Are you Interested in Volunteering for the Irish Chaplaincy….
We have many opportunities, including: befriending, prison visiting,
answering the phone, casework, admin, fundraising.
Contact Declan Ganly: declan.ganly@irishchaplaincy.org.uk
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Sitting Where They Sit
From time to time we are asked why we do the work we do with
prisoners, Travellers and elderly Irish people when there are
secular agencies available for such work. The question inevitably
leads to others about the nature of the service we provide and
what makes it different from that of other agencies engaged in
similar work. Such questioning can prompt a useful and often
timely reflection on the motivation and the spiritual roots for our
work. Perhaps the answer to these and related questions can be
found in a rather unlikely source.
The Old Testament Book of Ezekiel, quotes the prophet as
saying: “I sat where they sat.” The line refers to the Babylonian
Captivity experienced by the Chosen People during one of the
most traumatic episodes of their history. The prophet believed
that the best way he could help people was by being close to
them and sharing in some small way their sense of desolation and
near despair. In many ways it is an accurate description of our
outreach work in the Chaplaincy serving the needs of three of the
most vulnerable groups in the Irish community. Sitting where they
sit - that’s exactly what we do.

of Venice: about the quality of mercy being twice blessed,
blessing he who gives and he who receives. This quiet, often
hidden work of simply being with someone, listening to their story,
is greatly understated but just as important as anything more
spectacular.
I sometimes think that the greatest miracles Jesus worked were
not necessarily the spectacular ones recorded in the Gospels like
restoring sight, healing the lame, even raising the dead, but rather
the unrecorded words of encouragement and hope he must have
spoken to those he met along the dusty roads of Galilee.
Comments like: your life doesn’t have to be like this; it can and
should be better; have my outlook, my mindset, my views and
values, and you’ll see how rich and meaningful it can be.
I think this is ultimately what we are called to do in life: to help
others on their journey to find their rightful place in the rich
tapestry of life. There can surely be no greater calling. It’s what
Dorothy Day called the Call to Service. As always, it takes a poet
to express it best.
And so I always bear the cup
If, haply mine may be the drop
Some pilgrim thirst to slake.

(Emily Dickinson, 1830-1886)

A fitting epitaph for the work of everyone called to a life of service.

Visiting someone in prison, apart from being one of the few things
Jesus said that leads to salvation, is good in itself. Just being
there for someone, offering them some practical help, a word of
hope and encouragement, can make such a difference to a
prisoner. Similarly, with older people, especially those living
alone in squalid conditions, bereft of family and social support,
leading hidden lives of quiet desperation; what a difference a visit
can be for them, just to know that there are people who value
them and are willing to help. And Travellers, a much-maligned
group in today’s society whose culture and way of life need to be
understood and valued. Sitting where they sit is about exercising
compassion and mercy. And mention of mercy reminds me of
Portia’s wonderful soliloquy in Shakespeare’s play, The Merchant
Gerry McFlynn, Manager of ICPO / Prison Outreach

Thank You for Your Support
Irish Chaplaincy receives no statutory funding for the services it provides to some
of the most vulnerable and excluded Irish people in Britain.

Gaelic Blessing

We are grateful to the following for their generous financial help:
Irish Government DFAT Emigrant Support Programme
Irish Catholic Bishops Conference Council for Emigrants
Ireland Funds, Great Britain
Irish Youth Foundation; Construction Workers Benevolent Fund
Benevolent Society of St Patrick

Deep peace of the running wave to you.
Deep peace of the flowing air to you.
Deep peace of the quiet earth to you.
Deep peace of the shining stars to you.
Deep peace of the infinite peace to you.

We also wish to express our gratitude to our funders who wish to remain
anonymous, and to all who support the work of the Irish Chaplaincy.
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Seniors Project
Several years ago on St Patrick's Day, I spent a few hours in
the company of some older Irish immigrants to London, enjoying
a chat and some Irish music and waiting for our bacon and
Cabbage dinner to arrive! Each was proudly wearing their piece
of shamrock. As the conversation unfolded it became all too
apparent that for these men and women who had left Ireland as
young people several decades ago, St Patrick’s Day was much
more than an excuse for a party. It was a reminder of home and
family, of a faith and a culture that was deep within them and
crucial to their identity
Older Irish people, part of that generation that emigrated to
Britain in the 1950s and 1960s and who created strong bonds of
solidarity when here, can however now find themselves
increasingly alone and vulnerable. The Irish communities in
London of which they were once a part have begun to fragment
and disappear, and with it their links and connections with
Ireland. As a response to this the Irish Chaplaincy set up the
Older and Vulnerable Persons Programme in 2005, to provide
pastoral outreach, befriending, and advocacy to alleviate the
social exclusion and loneliness of older Irish, across London.
Now known as the Irish Chaplaincy Seniors Project, the
Chaplaincy continues to offer a culturally sensitive listening and
visiting service, providing emotional, spiritual and practical
support for older Irish people, and being alongside them to help
and encourage them through any issues they may face. This can
be anything from advocating on people’s behalf in relation to their
health, housing or financial needs, linking people back with their
friends and families in Ireland again, or supporting them as they

Maimie and Paul

are dying. Time and again the older Irish we support also tell us
they want to be buried back in Ireland, in their former home towns
and villages. We help to sensitively support and arrange these
requests.
Most importantly we are there to listen, to listen to people's
stories, the happy times as well as the sad, their fears and also
their hopes, their failures and their successes. We are there to
ensure their voices are heard and to assure them that they are
not forgotten, their lives do have meaning and that we will walk
with them on the next stages of their journey for as long as they
want us to.
Our Catholic ethos continues to motivate and nourish the work
we do. We choose to stand alongside some of the most
vulnerable and overlooked people in our society, because this is
what Jesus does time and time again throughout the Gospels. It
is this care for the forgotten and neglected of our communities
that remains central to the mission of the Irish Chaplaincy today.

Paul and Veronica

Paul Raymond, Seniors’ Manager

Review of Seniors Project
We are pleased to report that during May and June Sharon Tuppeny, a Consultant, will
carry out a thorough review of the Seniors’ Project, and will be speaking to a variety of
the stakeholders involved. Part of the objectives of the review are for the Irish Chaplaincy
to articulate more clearly how it is uniquely placed to serve many of the elderly Irish in
need of support; and also what the wider impact is of this work. We hope that a report will
be produced by the end of July.
Sharon is shown in the picture here, together with Paul and Eddie and a funder.
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If you would like to support the ongoing
work of the Irish Chaplaincy...
I would like to:
Find out more about becoming Cairdre / Friends with the Irish Chaplaincy
and giving regularly
Find out more about volunteering opportunities
Give a donation and enclose a cheque for £______ (payable to Irish Chaplaincy)
Find out more about remembering Irish Chaplaincy in my will
Be on the mailing list to receive the newsletter and other information
You can also donate to Irish Chaplaincy online: www.irishchaplaincy.org.uk
Please detach and send this page to: Irish Chaplaincy, 52 Camden Square, London NW1 9XB
Contact Details
Title_____ First name________________

Surname__________________________

Address________________________________________________________________

_______________________________

Postcode___________________

Telephone_____________________________
Email_________________________________________________________________
Gift Aid Declaration
Please tick to confirm: Yes, I want to Gift Aid this donation and any donations I make
in the future or have made in the last 4 years to Irish Chaplaincy. I am a UK taxpayer and
understand that if I pay less Income Tax and/ or Capital Gains Tax than the amount of Gift
Aid claimed on all my donations in that tax year it is my responsibility to pay any difference.
I understand that Irish Chaplaincy can reclaim 25p of tax on every £1 that I give.

I wandered the hills of
Erin shores
and found my love for
evermore
The hills were green and
mountains high
I love this place it’s
where I want to die
I wandered the hills of
Erin shores
and found my love for
evermore
As a child I listened to
monks sing his praise
And then walked home
amazed
I wandered the hills of
Erin shores
and found my love for
evermore
He is the Saviour of this
world and will be my love
until I lay in repose
Poem by Bridget, one of
our Seniors

On the Road
Billie on the boil
Tea in the pot
Horses hitched to the van
On the road once again
Day breaking beautifully
People in traps and carts
Chestnuts, dapples, whites
and greys
Horses like family along our
way

The trees, hedges and fields
Imprinted in our hearts
Banter with passers by
Some miles travelled
A new patch of land
Working without demands
A future for us and nature
To hold hands
Sheldon Smith
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Planning Ahead Together

Contact Us

Twenty members of the Irish
Chaplaincy took part in an
event in Central London at the
end of March entitled: ‘Planning
Ahead Together- Looking
Ahead with Hope’.
There was a good mix of Staff,
Trustees and Volunteers, and
the day began with a re-telling
of the story of the Chaplaincy
and went on to look at where
the charity is going in the next 3
years. Six main themes
emerged:
Services: Maintain and develop our work with Irish prisoners, Travellers and Seniors. Look at expanding outreach,
especially to younger people.
Partnerships: Maintain relationships with Irish Government and Bishops. Seek partnerships with: Local parishes and Bishops, and Irish community (and other) organisations,
locally & nationally.
People: Maintain good mix of skills in staff, trustees and volunteers. Recruit more
volunteers (with good infrastructure in place); also more interns.
Education: Raise awareness. Seek to be a model of good practice.

52 Camden Square
London NW1 9XB
020 7482 5528
info@irishchaplaincy.org.uk
Patron:
President Michael D. Higgins
Registered Charity No.: 116036552

Visit us on the web at :
www.irishchaplaincy.org.uk

Profile: Raise profile by: Newsletters, publicity materials, press releases, relaunched website, targeted use of social media, events. Consider image and name.
Finances: Long-term fundraising strategy. Seek multi-year funding from trusts, businesses, individuals, sponsorship.
And underpinning all of our work is an:
Ethos & Vision: rooted firmly in Catholic Social Teaching, whilst being inclusive and
reaching out, and serving those most on the margins.

Celebrating 60 Years…
July:

‘Irish Chaplaincy: 60 Years on... ’

On Friday, July 14th 6.30pm at Our Lady Help of Christians, Kentish Town there will be a ‘Celebration of
Irish music, dancing and theatre, and the Irish Chaplaincy’, and this will include performances by Irish Folk
School, the Irish Pensioners Choir and a specially commissioned piece about the 60 years of the Chaplaincy by
Irish Theatre. It should be a great evening.

Sunday, September 24th at 12.30pm
A mass to celebrate 60 years of the Irish Chaplaincy will take place at Sacred Heart, Kilburn and we will be very
happy to welcome both Bishop John Kirby, who chairs the Irish Episcopal Council for Emigrants, and Bishop
Paul McAleenan, Auxiliary in Westminster and with oversight for ethnic chaplaincies. We are grateful to Fr
Michael and the Oblates at Sacred Heart for hosting this special event as part of their parish mass and for letting
us use the hall for a little reception afterwards.
We are planning other events as well, including the launch of our new website. Watch this space….

Irish Chaplaincy...Looking Ahead with Hope
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